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UniFirst Builds Better Routes, Better Safety, and Better Customer 
Relationships Utilizing Omnitracs Roadnet’s Vehicle Routing Platform
UniFirst, an industry leader in workwear and textile services, rents, leases and sells uniforms, protective clothing, corporate 
wear, and facility service products to more than 240,000 business customers throughout North America.

Each week, UniFirst’s fleet of delivery vehicles travel thousands of miles throughout the United States and Canada delivering 
image enhancing uniforms and ancillary products to businesses in all industries and of all sizes. The complexity of its 
operations means UniFirst must carefully coordinate laundering and processing of its uniforms and textiles with timely 
deliveries to customers. “We’re not in the delivery business,” says Tim Buggy, corporate service specialist at UniFirst. 
“We’re in the relationship business.” 

However, providing the best service and value to customers requires effective route and time management of UniFirst’s 
delivery fleet. To streamline the vehicle routing processes, the company rolled out the Omnitracs Roadnet Transportation 
Suite of products in 2009 across all of its service areas nationwide. UniFirst’s individual locations now use Roadnet for daily 
vehicle route planning and scheduling, while Territory Planner is used centrally to develop re-routes when new customers or 
acquisitions are incorporated into the company’s delivery map.

Simplifying Collaboration
The company chose Roadnet’s routing software to replace an older PC-based vehicle routing system which prevented 
proposed routes from being easily shared between the central planners and individual service locations. Roadnet’s server-
based technology allows route plans to be easily viewed and shared by the sites for simplified collaboration. And where 
information once had to be converted to a spreadsheet to review location requirements, now it can be easily analyzed within 
Roadnet in a simple map view. Meanwhile, data from MobileCast supports the whole process by providing accurate validation 
of service times and geocodes.

“We need a lot of input from our locations for every reroute, because they know the ins and outs of each customer’s deliveries, 
what parameters are mandated and what will work best for each of our customers - things we might not always be aware of,” 
adds Buggy.“Roadnet makes the ‘back and forth’ much easier and more productive. So once we do implement, there are very 
few changes.”

Vehicle rerouting at UniFirst isn’t taken lightly. Customer needs come first, and it’s a delicate location-by-location process, 
because deliveries and the timing of product availability have to be carefully coordinated. “Although some companies can do 
a system-wide audit and optimize every route at once, that’s not how our business works. Delivery is just a small piece of the 
overall operation, so we do it carefully as new customers or groups of customers enter the picture,” says Vince Pike, corporate 
service specialist at UniFirst, who works closely with Buggy on vehicle rerouting projects.

When the company does make changes with Roadnet, the savings can be significant. A recent vehicle reroute the company 
completed in Georgia incorporated two new acquisitions to the plant’s delivery route while cutting out an entire route – saving 
2,000 miles per week.
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Learn how you can use our applications, 
platforms, and services to reduce costs, 
increase profitability, and stay competitive. 
Visit www.omnitracs.com and let us show you 
how you can save time and money.
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About Omnitracs, LLC
Omnitracs, LLC is a global pioneer of fleet management, routing and predictive analytics solutions for private and 
for-hire fleets. Omnitracs’ nearly 1,000 employees deliver software-as-a-service-based solutions to help more than 
50,000 private and for-hire fleet customers manage nearly 1,500,000 mobile assets in more than 70 countries. The 
company pioneered the use of commercial vehicle telematics over 25 years ago and serves today as a powerhouse 
of innovative, intuitive technologies.  Omnitracs transforms the transportation industry through technology and 
insight, featuring best-in-class solutions for compliance, safety and security, productivity, telematics and tracking, 
transportation management (TMS), planning and delivery, data and analytics, and professional services. 

UNIFIRST

Locations 
Wilmington, MA

Industry 
Workwear & Textile Services

Service Areas 
USA & Canada

Vehicles 
Approximately 3,000

Customer Locations 
240,000

Solutions 
Roadnet,®   Territory Planner,®  MobileCast®

Results

• 2,000 miles saved using Territory Planner to reroute 
a single new acquisition

• 51% reduction in speeding instances over 75 mph 
during initial pilot

• Over $300,000 estimated savings across the entire 
fleet by reducing idling

Quick Facts


